Показывается, что неомарксистская научно-исследовательская программа в социальных науках находится в состоянии эпистемологического кризиса. Проблемами неомарксизма являются излишний критицизм и идеологическая ангажированность познания, а также окончательная непознанность капитализма. В результате отсутствует научный ответ на ключевой вопрос марксистского дискурса: «Почему капитализм, как система публичного господства, до сих пор жив?» Отмечается, что разрешение кризиса неомарксистской научно-исследовательской программы предполагает актуализацию сциентистских ориентаций в неомарксистских исследованиях, а также использование в них синергетики для эффективного познания сложной системы капиталистического воспроизводства. По трём направлениям, таким как теория идеологии, теория глобального порядка и теория революции, произведена синергетическая деконструкция неомарксистской теории капитализма. Представлены три авторские концепции, преодолевающие проблемы современного этапа неомарксистской мысли: концепция капиталистического идеологического минимализма, концепция политической поддержки глобального капитализма, концепция экологического слома капитализма. Сделан вывод о том, что синергетическая деконструкция возвращает неомарксизм к научному выявлению объективных факторов капиталистической трансформации в рамках классической марксистской традиции, но на уровне новой теоретико-эмпирической определенности.
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Neo-Marxist’s research program in social science exists in epistemological crisis condition. Excessive criticism, ideological engagement as well as final obscurity of capitalism are among the problems of neo-Marxism. As a result, there is no scientific answer on a key question of Marxism discussion why capitalism as a system of public mastery is still alive. Finish of crisis of neo-Marxist’s research program presumes presence of positivist’s finding in neo-Marxist’s research and applying of theory of complexity for efficient cognition of complicated system of capitalist’s reproduction. Complexity theory deconstruction of neo-Marxist’s concept of capitalism is realised in three main routes, such as theory of ideology, global order and revolution. There are three author’s conceptions overcoming current neo-Marxist’s problems are among results of present research. They are the conception of capitalist’s ideological minimalism, conception political support of global capitalism and the conception of ecological destruction of capitalism. Complexity theory deconstruction brings neo-Marxism back to scientific detection of objective factors of capitalist’s transformation within the framework of classical Marxist’s tradition but on the level of new theoretical and empiric determination.
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Introduction

Neo-Marxism as an alternative of liberal and an academic non-party direction of development of classical Marxism was formed in the beginning of the 20th century. Connection between neo-Marxism and classical Marxism is in specific paradigmatic focus on capitalist’s nature of existence. The main doctrinal line of neo-Marxism is research of social structure where society is based on private property on means of production and exploitation of labour for profit making (capitalism). Defending the main Marxist’s provisions neo-Marxism has generated new conceptual toolkit and capitalist’s hegemony’s become a significant problem. Neo-Marxist’s analysis of mastery as a non-economic but cultural phenomenon is explained with mentioned position. The term «cultural Marxism» as a synonym of the whole neo-Marxism has also appeared due to cultural aspects of capitalist’s hegemony.

The history of neo-Marxist’s discussion has already existed almost 100 years. Scientific papers (written in 1923) of G. Lukacs, a Hungarian philosopher, «History and class-consciousness. Marxism dialectics research» and of K. Korsch, a German philosopher, «Marxism and philosophy» composed the first research in neo-Marxist’s flow. Foundation of neo-Marxist’s understanding of current capitalism specificity comprises scientific expansion of borders of political phenomena, making conception of domineering reproduction on a bio-political level, detection of capitalist’s ideological negative impact in social and cultural area as well as research of capitalist’s order as independent political actor. Neo-Marxism has become a self-sustained tool of critical research of «soft power» in social and political science. However, neo-Marxism hasn’t finally solved the main scientific task of the whole Marxist’s research program. Neo-Marxism hasn’t answered the question why capitalism as a system of public mastery is still alive [1]. A common situation in neo-Marxism can be determined as research confusion. In particular, S. Zizek, a Slovenian philosopher and neo-Marxist, writes: «We’ve begun to understand gradually something much more terrible, specifically that capitalism can reproduce its logics indeed for as long as you like and it truly reaches the limit. But this limit is neither socialism nor communism; it’s vandalism» [2, p. 18].

The aim of the article is to generalise results and reveal prospects of neo-Marxist’s capitalism theory. Analyses of neo-Marxist’s capitalism theory will be realised in three main directions such as theory of ideology, global order and revolution. These directions comprise the main object of social and political research of neo-Marxism. Our hypothesis is based on position that the issue of neo-Marxist’s approach on research of capitalism is solved within interdisciplinary synthesis of knowledge. Complexity of capitalist’s reproduction determines search of topical methodological toolkit of its studying. Theory of complexity has such research potential [3]. The method of synthesis of neo-Marxism and theory of complexity is author’s method of deconstruction exchange which presumes that synthesis of two theories can be realised by replacing a substant constant of a recipient theory with a constant of a donator theory [4].

Literature on the topic of present research is divided into three groups: neo-Marxist’s, epistemological literature and sources of theory of complexity. Neo-Marxist’s literature is extensive in its quantity and object variety. Original neo-Marxist’s texts were studied for detection of neo-Marxist’s theoretical founding of research of capitalism. Theoretical regulation of neo-Marxist’s conceptions (realised in previous research by the author) has enabled to analyse neo-Marxism as a direction of social and political science which
Results and prospects of neo-Marxist's theory of ideology

The interest in studying sphere of consciousness and ideology is a distinctive feature of neo-Marxism which is sustainable. T. Adorno, L. Althusser, J. Baudrillard, A. Gramsci, S. Zizek, G. Lukacs, H. Marcuse, I. Meszaros, E. Fromm made a great contribution to development of neo-Marxist's theory on problems of ideology. Founding on Marxist's interpretation of ideology as a system of spurious ideas about themselves, theorists of neo-Marxism formulated more wide and complicated interpretation of ideology connected with creation and structure of ideology as a hegemony [6, p. 31]. The common idea of neo-Marxists stated that capitalist's ideology permeated the whole social area and provided stable reproduction of capitalism by that. Paradigm of ideological social reproduction in vast variety of social interactions enabled neo-Marxists to announce capitalism as a totalitarian way of influence on a person and society. H. Marcuse, a German philosopher, wrote that «current era is totalitarian even there, where it hasn't brought totalitarian states to light» [7, p. 5].

As a result, conception according to which capitalism exists as «the second nature» was formed in neo-Marxism. A bright quote belongs to T. Adorno, a German philosopher: «The world has transformed itself into ideolog...” [8, p. 355–356]. Such an approach ensures criticism and determine specific role of neo-Marxism among liberal oriented and positivistic approaches in understanding of society, however, it isn’t applicable for scientific research. Neo-Marxist’s theory of ideology was founding within vicious circle of the position that all social interactions are repressive since they are included in reproduction of capitalism ideology, and capitalism ideology is repressive since it predetermines all social interactions.

It is necessary to reveal substant foundation for realisation of neo-Marxist’s theory of ideology update with the method of deconstruction exchange. The principle of system sustainability exists in the basis of neo-Marxist’s theory of ideology (in theory of complexity context). A sustainable system is a system the result of effect of which returns it to a stable set regime of reproduction (former state of functioning). Based on this, neo-Marxist’s approach to ideology can be explained in the following way: capitalism order seeks for wide ideological provision (formation) of its universalism which is a factor of its sustainability. Theory of complexity deconstruction of neo-Marxist’s theory of ideology presumes replacing a substant constant (foundation) with its antipode and

I. Prigzhin. General theoretical papers on problems of methodology and theory of science (written by K. Poper, I. Lakatos, V. S. Stepin) have significantly influenced on determination of research strategy. Novelty of the idea of theory of complexity neo-Marxism predetermines the role of the present article among other scientific papers in chosen sphere.

is whole, on the one hand, and differentiated on object issue, on the other [5]. Generalisation of the results of natural and maths scientific projection in the theory of complexity as well as performance of them for social humanitarian research were realised by V. I. Arshinov, V. G. Budanov, V. E. Voitsehovich, P. Bac, E. N. Knazeeva, S. P. Kurdjumov, G. G. Malinetkii, E. Moran, G. Nikolis, V. G. Budanov, V. E. Voitsehovich, P. Bac, E. N. Knazeeva, S. P. Kurdjumov, G. G. Malinetkii, E. Moran, G. Nikolis.
ideological discussion (program documents of parties of European Parliament) proves that the attractor of a capitalism system is the idea of life improvement and it's verified.

So, theory of complexity neo-Marxist's conception of capitalist's ideological minimalism as a direction of the development of neo-Marxist's capitalism theory can be formulated in the following way. The basis of functioning of current capitalism as a historical ongoing order comprises the ideologeme of life improvement for the dissatisfied with capitalism. Practical realisation of this ideologeme is applicable for supporting of sustainability of capitalism system. The reason of it is in the nearest and the most probable variant of solution of dissatisfaction with capitalism which must transform it into a state of satisfaction with capitalism.

Results and prospects of neo-Marxist's theory of global order

One of the significant areas in neo-Marxist's research is study of interstate relations and search for patterns in functioning of modern international order. The reason of the emergence of this neo-Marxism direction was in the need in theoretical understanding of the world's change after the process of decolonisation and dynamic modernisation of states in the second half of the 20th century. Neo-Marxist's theory of global order consists of two parts: theory of neo-imperialistic global order (world-system analysis and theory of dependent development by S. Amin, I. Wallerstein, E. Balibar, T. dos Santos, R. Prebisch) and theory of imperial global order (the empire conception by M. Hardt and A. Negri). The whole variety of neo-Marxist's understanding of global order comes down to an unverifiable capitalist's conspiracy theory, the main provision of which is centre-periphery structure of the world in the interests of global capitalism mastery.

Neo-Marxist's theory is based on protective explanation of the centre: the centre is an element of global capitalism system including the most developed states that receive the biggest benefits from global capitalist reproduction. The centre seek for keeping its borders that influences on its policy towards the semi-periphery and periphery. T. dos Santos, a Brazilian researcher, wrote that backwardness (underdevelopment) of the semi-periphery and periphery should be understood not as their insufficient integration into international order, but, on the contrary, as a result of this integration and acceptance of development paths recommended by countries-hegemonies [10]. According to neo-Marxist's opinion, capitalism sets global order by classical Marxism dichotomy of the exploiters and exploited. Dichotomy can comprise different actors (such as states, groups of states, territories), but it can't disappear since it reflects the essence and sustainability of the global class interest in the capital.

We've made the following neo-Marxist's provisions discursive with means of theory of complexity due to exchange from one of the basic neo-Marxist's theoretical principle of additivity to the principle of dynamic hierarchism.

Firstly, in accordance with theory of complexity the centre as a dominant element of the system seeks not for keeping itself but for absorbing adjacent elements to become an independent system with internal elements [11, p. 11]. The centre as an element of capitalism system is motivated by only one intention which is increase of the capital. That requires to include in capitalist's production the whole world's labour power with simultaneous decrease of its cost. The aim of capitalism formation (in global context) is in structural setting of the whole proletariat, not of states. The ideal of capitalist's reproduction is one global capitalist's organisation protected by one state which is «a night guard». The indicator of this intention is transnational corporations.

Secondly, global order consists of elements directed on mutual penetration. This means that the centre wants to absorb the semi-periphery and periphery meanwhile they want to be in capitalism relations like the centre. However, the result of this mutual intention is not a transnational economic organisation. Changed internal area of the centre-periphery world's structure becomes such a result. The intention of Russia and China to go out from a semi-periphery condition to the centre or their intention to dominate over the centre could be the examples of mentioned intentions. According to theory of complexity, this means that higher level of organisation than horizontal correlation between the centre, semi-periphery and periphery exists in global order. A feature of this level is a feature of the system of global order and it doesn't match the intention of dominant element (the centre) including formation of one economic capitalism area. In accordance with theory complexity approach, centre-periphery structure of global capitalism could be defined not as the structure of capitalist's sustainability but as the barrier for the whole global realisation of capitalism.

We don't agree with neo-Marxist's statement that capitalist's nature of economics confirms capitalist's nature of politics. Neo-Marxism theory mostly exists in the paradigm of superstructural understanding of politics. In this context a global political system (a system of states) must serve for the interest of capital in getting more profit. Finally, this capitalist's interest also includes liquidation of a state as an economic surplus. However, neo-Marxists haven't considered that either reduction or liquidation of a state will be enabled by a state mechanism. Famous V. I. Lenin's phrase states that economics is the most important politics. Political system can support capitalism if it corresponds its interest. However, this doesn't mean that the po-
political interest in current global order has the only capitalist’s feature.

Thus, neo-Marxist’s research should be focused on detection of factors of synchronisation of political and economic dimensions of globality instead of scientific search for the means of political establishment of capitalism hegemony. Centre-periphery world’s structure is not the best for global capitalism reproduction, but it’s barely possible within the framework of global political conjuncture. Politics isn’t the tool of capitalism on a global level. But capitalism is a tool in politicians’ hands and they could either support it or not in addiction to criteria of political efficiency.

This approach of understanding of the features of global order within neo-Marxist’s theory was named by the author as the conception of political support of global capitalism. According to it international relations within the framework of current global order are determined by state rivalry for the dominant position in formation of global capitalism order as a way of achievement of political efficiency. This excludes determination of international relations by coordinated political idea of establishment of the world as a global transnational organisation.

Results and prospects of neo-Marxist’s theory of revolution

Marxism theory of revolution is a consequence of materialistic understanding of dialectical development of social history. In its turn, genesis of neo-Marxist’s theory of revolution is connected with recognition of the role of consciousness in social and political transformation of society (J. Baudrillard, G. Lukacs, H. Marcuse, E. Fromm). Even in the beginning of the 20th century G. Lukacs noted that the main barrier for original transformation of society had been «the split of proletariat’s consciousness» [13, p. 167]. This meant that overcoming majorities’ persuasion in sustainability of set order and their illusions about approximation to the solving social and political issues through success of economic fight is incredible complicated task. The approach of understanding of revolution as the change of real condition of existence of actors and their individuals’ believes was forming in neo-Marxism. Neo-Marxists analysed significance of values in capitalism reproduction and began to understand a revolution as full revaluation of values, revision of needs and as a cultural revolution [14]. But, there was no realisation of analysis of objective factors of current capitalism transformation in neo-Marxism. Scientists focused on the necessary efforts which should have been made by the resistance force for establishment of a new social formation. This issue constitutes the main scientific problem of neo-Marxist’s theory of revolution.

M. Hardt and A. Negri guess that the main institute of global class aimed at keeping and regulation of global order is the World’s Economic Forum. Existence and activities of this institute reflects the idea that «there is no economic market probable out political order and regulation» [12, p. 207]. Thereby, representatives of neo-Marxism approach emphasise that all levels and forms of interaction between a class-ruler and economically dominant class facilitate the becoming of the similarity of global government (or quasi-government). Global acts of a class-ruler and dominant class «are coordinated for decisive influence on global economy and for keeping and reproduction of current order» [12, p. 217]. We’ve substantiated conception of political support of global capitalism by content-analysis of the last final documents of the World’s Economic Forum¹. The aim of verification was detection of political counteraction of states to full realisation of capitalism on a global level. If global order had existed in interests of capitalist’s economy in approved way, economy would have determined agenda. However, there are provisions about economic function in political world’s reproduction in documents of the World’s Economic Forum.

That's why it can be verified with applying of mental modelling. The UN's data on sustainable development of the Earth point out to impossibility of further nature exploitation. This fact demonstrates that positive feedback in capitalism formation reproduction has been broken. However, capitalism can overcome caused by negative feedback systemic deflection by means of «green economy», specifically - of «green capitalism». We guess that «green economy», or «green capitalism», isn't capable to overcome process of capitalism system decay. Firstly, «green economy» is a metamorphosis of a highly developed economy. As for developing economies, they need to pass phases of developed and highly developed functioning for achievement a «green» form. This will strengthen fluctuation process of global capitalism. That's why K. Marx also said that communism is primarily possible in the group of the most developed countries. Likewise, we share the idea that «green» or postmaterialistic social aim at life improvement and its realisation are possible only in highly developed countries. Demographic factor of global periphery and semi-periphery determines continuance of materialistic and nature exploitative support world's development within the framework of the idea of achievement consumer convenience like in the centre (the West). Secondly, according to The World's Wildlife Fund's data, «the day of ecological duty» (date where world's economy exhausts resources that can be reestablished for a year) was the 28th of July in 2022.

Conception of ecological destruction of capitalism is an alternative of revolution discussion on neo-Marxism and «green» oriented antiglobalist and the left powers because of two reasopns. Ecological catastrophe is not an ideological tool (source) of capitalism transformation. It is the forecast of further capitalism development. Ecological catastrophe, which will cause physical human reproduction threat, will also stop capitalism relations reproduction objectively. This should be understood in order not to replace the reason of the ending of capitalism with fear of ecological catastrophe. Transition to anticapitalism social reproduction is possible within the framework of peoples' intention to improvement of existence conditions. The difference is that socialistic (communist) project should be based not on anticapitalism discussion but on the idea of human survival.

Conclusion

Contradictions of world's development make traditional (in sociological sense) powerful dimension of human existence topical. Due to this scientific interest in Marx's theory and methodology has returned. The issue of engagement of applying classical Marx's approach, elaborated with empirical material of past centuries, hasn't disappeared from scientific discussion. Distance from this problem occurs due to the fact that Marxism has never braked but always developed as a research program. Marxism has program nature since it defends that a scientific theory is historical. Classical Marxism protected from shock of intellectual conflict with capitalism in 20th century in Lakatos’ way that means renewal of research program within neo-Marxist's scientific discussion.

Solution of problems of neo-Marxism's research program goes ahead of current neo-Marxist's research. We guess that such solution presumes topicality of positivistic directions in neo-Markist's approach as well as applying of theory of complexity there for efficient research of complicated capitalism system. Theory of complexity neo-Marxism is a project of topical current interdisciplinary development of neo-Marxist's theory which is capable to solve the main problems of neo-Marxist's research of society. Theory of complexity neo-Marxism conception of capitalist's ideological minimalism overcomes non-verifiable interpretation of ideology as a total hegemony above all social interactions in the interest of ruling class. Theory of complexity neo-Marxism conception of political support of global capitalism moves neo-Marxism away from discussion of conspiracy theory. Theory of complexity neo-Marxism conception of ecological destruction of capitalism overcomes an idealistic direction in neo-Marxist's research which is connected with either detection of new ways of revolution fight or search of new actors of revolution. Thus, theory of complexity deconstruction returns neo-Marxism to scientific detection of objective factors of capitalist's transformation within classical Marxist's tradition, however, on the level of new theoretical and empirical determination.
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